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CyberTools assigns each library a unique URL to access the CyberTools for Libraries Search 
Catalog, Staff Functions, Circulation Functions, and documentation.

Example:

If multiple catalogs are accessed by the staff, then each catalog might have its own named "Catalog 
Functions" with a unique background color:

The 'prior' link is the method used to access Staff and Circulation functions prior to October 2014. The
'new' link is the replacement method that should result in better security and fewer Java pop-up 
complaints. The 'new' versus 'prior' links are temporary until all users can take advantage of 'new'.

Staff and Circulation functions need Java. Please see Getting started with CyberTools and Java. 

In order to accommodate clients' different firewall and security restrictions, CyberTools provides six 
variations to access our Staff Functions and Circulation Functions. The first five are listed in order of 
preference, and the sixth is for libraries which require FIPS and/or HIPAA security.

The Catalog functions are now discussed:

"1. Search the Catalog (a.k.a. HTML OPAC)" is the URL to the same resource that your patrons use 
to search the catalog via a browser. It is the Online Catalog. 
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"2. Search the Catalog for the Visually Impaired" is similar to "1. Search the Catalog" but uses less 
formatting. It is Bobby 508 approved.

"3. Staff Functions (port 20,004)" leads to all technical services and circulation applications for the 
library. Port 20,004 is the CyberTools preferred TCP/IP. The link opens a small browser that runs a 
Java applet. The applet connects the workstation to the database server via TCP/IP port 20,004. This
process is fully described here. This connection is encrypted but not considered secure (for secure 
see "8. Staff Functions via FIPS mode Secure Tunnel" instead).

A library should first attempt to use option "3. Staff Functions". Some organizations' firewalls will not 
permit a workstation to use TCP/IP port 20,004. If this option fails, or is slow, or displays the message
of "Making a tunnel connection…", then please look at our detailed documentation to determine your 
next step. 

"4. Staff Functions via best Firewall Backdoor (port 21)" is similar to "3. Staff Functions" with one 
exception: this option uses TCP/IP port 21, the ftp port (note that CyberTools is not actually using ftp).
If option "3. Staff Functions" fails, or is slow, or displays the message of "Making a tunnel 
connection…", then try this option. It should work because this option uses the same TCP/IP port that
your browser uses to download most non-HTML data.

"5. Staff Functions via old Firewall Backdoor (port 443 but not secure)" is similar to "3. Staff 
Functions" with one exception: this option uses TCP/IP port 443, the SSL "secure socket layer" port. 
It uses port 443 because it is often not blocked by firewalls. Although the messages are encrypted, 
they are not considered secure (for secure see "8. Staff Functions via FIPS mode Secure Tunnel" 
instead). If options "3. Staff Functions" and "4. Staff Functions via best Firewall Backdoor" fail, or are 
slow, or display the message of "Making a tunnel connection…", then try this function. 

"6. Staff Functions via alternate Firewall Backdoor (port 23)" is similar to 
"3. Staff Functions" with one exception: this option uses TCP/IP port 23, the telnet port (note that 
CyberTools is not actually using telnet). If options 3 through 5 fail, or are slow, or display the message
of "Making a tunnel connection…" then try this option. Note:  from March 2011 through March 2012, 
this option was labeled "…new Firewall Backdoor."

"7. Staff Functions via Tunnel" communicates via the browser and web server instead of a direct 
connection between workstation and the database server. This connection is encrypted, but not 
considered secure (for secure see "8. Staff Functions via FIPS mode Secure Tunnel" instead). If 
options 3 through 6 fail and/or always result in a "tunnel connection" then select this option. It should 
start faster than the other options because it does not first attempt a connection via the other ports.
 
"8. Staff Functions via FIPS mode Secure Tunnel" should be used if you need a secure, encrypted 
connection, as fully documented here.

"9. Circulation Functions (port 20,004)" open directly to the Circulation Menu. Port 20,004 is the 
CyberTools preferred TCP/IP. The user cannot access Cataloging, Serials, or Properties. The link 
opens a small browser that runs a Java applet. The applet connects the workstation to the database 
server via TCP/IP port 20,004. This process is fully described here. This connection is encrypted, but 
not considered secure (for secure see "14. Circulation Functions via FIPS mode Secure Tunnel" 
instead). 

A library should first attempt to use option "9. Circulation Functions”. Some organizations' firewalls will
not permit a workstation to use TCP/IP port 20,004. If this option fails, or is slow, or displays the 
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message of "Making a tunnel connection…", then please look at our detailed documentation to 
determine your next step. 

"10. Circulation Functions via best Firewall Backdoor (port 21)" is similar to 
"9. Circulation Functions" with one exception: this option uses TCP/IP port 21, the ftp port (note that 
CyberTools is not actually using ftp). If option "9. Circulation Functions" fails, or is slow, or displays 
the message of "Making a tunnel connection…" then try this option. It should work because this 
option uses the same TCP/IP port that your browser uses to download most non-HTML data.

"11. Circulation Functions via old Firewall Backdoor (port 443 but not secure)" is similar to "9. 
Circulation Functions" with one exception: this option uses TCP/IP port 443, the SSL "secure socket 
layer" port. It uses port 443 because it is often not blocked by firewalls. Although the messages are 
encrypted, they are not considered secure (for secure see "14. Circulation Functions via FIPS mode 
Secure Tunnel" instead). If options "9. Circulation Functions" and "10. Circulation Functions via best 
Firewall Backdoor" fail, or are slow, or display the message of "Making a tunnel connection…" then 
try this function. 

"12. Circulation Functions via alternate Firewall Backdoor (port 23)" is similar to "9. Circulation 
Functions" with one exception: this option uses TCP/IP port 23, the telnet port (note that CyberTools 
is not actually using telnet). If options 9 through 11 fail, or are slow, or display the message of 
"Making a tunnel connection…" then try this option. Note:  from March 2011 through March 2012, this
option was labeled "…new Firewall Backdoor."

"13. Circulation Functions via Tunnel" communicates via the browser and web server instead of a 
direct connection between workstation and the database server. This connection is encrypted but not 
considered secure (for secure see "14. Circulation Functions via FIPS mode Secure Tunnel" instead).
If options 9 through 12 fail and/or always result in a "tunnel connection" then select this option. It 
should start faster than the other options because it does not first attempt a connection via the other 
ports.
 
"14. Circulation Functions via FIPS mode Secure Tunnel" should be used if you need a secure, 
encrypted connection, as fully documented here.

15. Help displays this document.
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